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Syntactic parameters: The case of IS-conditioned argument reordering 

This talk offers an interface-based analysis of some familiar and some recently discovered 

linguistic data from three language groups (Slavic, Germanic and Kwa) in support of the 

hypothesis that the observable parametric variation in ordering reflects the nature of the 

externalization process, i.e. phonological/morphological interface (PF), rather than the narrow 

syntax itself (Berwick & Chomsky’s 2008). Adaptation of this hypothesis implies that syntactic 

parameters cannot be viewed as specified by formal features of functional heads (Borer 1984). 

I show on the basis of the encoding of two types of information-structural (IS) interpretations, 

disambiguation and prominence, that an economy-driven interface-based account (Reinhart 

1995) fares better at capturing the data, while an analysis in terms of functional features runs 

into substantial theoretical and empirical complications. Theoretically, the idea that IS features 

operate in syntax violates the inclusiveness condition of Chomsky (1995), as IS features are 

not lexical (Neeleman and Szendrői 2004; den Dikken 2006). Empirically, reliance of IS-

conditioned reordering on language-specific PF properties is difficult to capture within a theory 

that assumes that it is driven by syntactic features. Moreover, such an analysis fails to account 

for the pervasive trend for A’-scrambling to exhibit optionality (Titov, in press) (see (1)). 

(1)  [John met Sue.]CONTEXT (2)   [Who did John meet?]CONTEXT 

 a. (No) John met [MARY]FOC (not Sue).  a.  John met [MARY]FOC. 

 b. (No) [MARY]FOC1 John met  t1 (not Sue).  b. # [MARY]FOC1 John met  t1. 

A’-scrambling, illustrated in (1b), is restricted to languages that have a productive use of pitch 

accents for IS encoding, as its formal licence is prominent prosody on the displaced XP (e.g. 

F0-rise with post-focal pitch compression). Its interpretive licence is disambiguation of a focus 

as contrastive/emphatic. Thus, an in-situ focus is compatible with a contrastive or non-

contrastive construal (see (1a) and (2a)), but a moved focus must be contrastive (see (1b) and 

(2b)). However, as movement is costly, interface economy permits both structures – an 

interpretively ambiguous SVO and an unambiguous O1SV t1, resulting in optionality.  

 Unlike IS disambiguation, the encoding of IS prominence, which discriminates 

between a discourse prominent background and the as yet non-prominent focus, is obligatory. 

It takes place alongside the obligatory encoding of thematic prominence. When the two 

prominence relations misalign, as in (3), they are typically encoded via distinct linguistic tools 

– syntactic (ordering), morphological (inflection) and prosodic (stress-shift), as employment 

of one tool for the encoding of one prominence relation restricts the availability of the same 

tool for the encoding of the other relation. (SMALL CAPS mark the main sentential stress). 

(3)  [Who visited Mary?]CONTEXT 

 a. [JОHN]FOC visited Mary. 

 b. Mariju  navestil [IVAN]FOC. RUSSIAN 

  Mary.ACC visited  John  

  ‘John visited Mary.’  

In (3), the encoding of IS-prominence is illustrated on the basis of familiar data from English 

and Russian. English employs syntax for the encoding of thematic prominence, as the 

prominent Agent consistently c-commands and precedes the non-prominent Theme (or its A’-

trace) (see (3a) where the structurally highest argument must be interpreted as the Agent). 

Russian, conversely, employs inflectional morphology for the encoding of thematic 

prominence (see (3b) where the highest argument is construed as the Theme due to it being 

marked with the accusative morphological (m-)case marker). The availability of morphological 

encoding of thematic prominence allows Russian to employ syntax for IS prominence encoding 

(see (3b) where the argument that has a discourse-referent c-commands and precedes the 

argument that is discourse new). Conversely, in English, syntactic encoding of IS prominence 

is unavailable, as syntax is employed for thematic prominence encoding. As a result, when the 

two prominence relations misalign, English employs prosody for IS prominence encoding (see 
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(3a) where the focused argument is marked via stress shift). Failure to encode IS prominence 

prosodically or syntactically results in IS ill-formedness (see (4)), while failure to represent 

thematic prominence morphologically results in its obligatory syntactic encoding (see (5)).  

(4)   [Who visited Mary?]CONTEXT 

 a. # [Jоhn]FOC visited MARY.  

 b. # [Ivan]FOC navestil MARIJU. RUSSIAN 

   John visited Mary.ACC  

(5) a.  Mary visited JOHN. ≠ [John visited Mary] 

 b.  Mat’ navestila DOČ’.   RUSSIAN 

   mother.NOM/ACC visited daughter.NOM/ACC  

   ‘Mother has visited daughter.’ ≠ [Daughter visited mother] 

Hence, the encoding of IS prominence is formally reliant on the PF properties of a language, 

such as the availability of pitch accents (for stress attraction) and m-case markers. The 

interface-based approach captures the data in (3)–(5) by assuming that a PF representation that 

is marked either prosodically, as in (3a), or by inheritance from syntax, as in (3b), is allowed 

by the interface economy iff it captures an interpretive effect that the corresponding unmarked 

representation fails to express (see (4)). This provides the interpretive licence for (3). A PF 

representation is inherently marked when the syntactic representation in its input involves an 

inverse order of -role assignment, which MUST be made visible at PF (e.g. via m-case 

markers). This reliability of syntactic encoding of IS prominence on the availability of a rich 

inflectional system is difficult to reconcile with a theory that relies on formal features driving 

movement, as such a theory assumes that variation in ordering results from distinct properties 

of lexically specified syntactic features and not from distinct PF properties of languages. 

The outlined analysis predicts that a language that lacks PF-encoding of either thematic 

or IS prominence must encode both in syntax. In line with that, Akan – a language that has no 

productive use of m-case or pitch accents for IS encoding (Saah 1994), marks IS prominence 

by using an inverse pseudocleft (Titov 2019), as in (7a) where the focused Agent surfaces in 

SpecIP of the higher clause, which is cross-linguistically associated with focus, while thematic 

prominence is encoded by keeping a co-referential pronoun in its thematic position.  

(7)   [Who ate the food?]CONTEXT 

 a.  [IP [Kodwo]FOC1 [VP na [CP [IP ɔ1-dii aduan no]]]]. AKAN 

         Kodwo is 3SG/ANIM-ate food DEF  

   ‘Kodwo is who ate the food.’      

 b. # [Kodwo]FOC dii aduan no. 

Due to the lack of a productive use of pitch-accents, A’-scrambling is unavailable in Akan. As 

a result, exactly the same construction is used for disambiguating a focus as contrastive/ 

emphatic (see (8a)). Yet, interpretive disambiguation is, as expected, optional (see (8b)), 

whereas encoding of IS prominence is obligatory (see (7b)). 

(8)   [You saw Kofi.]CONTEXT 

 a.  (Daabi) [IP [Ama]FOC1 [VP na [CP [IP me-huu no1]]]] (εnnyε Kofi). 

     no      Ama is I-saw 3SG/ANIM   not Kofi 

   ‘(No) Ama is who I saw (not Kofi).’ 

 b.  (Daabi) me-huu [Ama]FOC (εnnyε Kofi).   

Hence, the data in (7) and (8) provide novel evidence for the position that the parametric 

variation in ordering is reliant on the independent PF properties of a language, such as the 

availability of m-case and pitch accents. The above observations are rather difficult to capture 

within a theory that assumes that variation in argument order is regulated by the syntactic 

component of grammar or the syntax-lexicon interface. Conversely, an interface-based 

approach that assumes mapping of PF representations onto discourse-templates regulated by 

the interface economy accounts for the syntactic variation without any additional stipulations.   
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